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Host CMO_Nick says:
"The Mythos - Nightmares, Part One"
Host CMO_Nick says:
<<<<<<<<Start Mission>>>>>>>>
XO_Xia says:
::Sitting in her chair, in the Observation Lounge, Kaimana Xia glances down at her PADD, checking their orders. Slowly, she looks up at those assembled and smiles, checking to see that all have arrived:: CO: All present and accounted for, sir...::She smiles::
cENV_Heaton says:
::In the OL, looking around at the others::
CMO_Varesh says:
::sits in his chair near the Captain, waiting for the meeting to start::
CSO_Suder says:
::sitting quietly in the Observation Lounge, mulling::
EO_Leasha says:
:: In the OBs Lounge::
CNS_tr`Loris says:
::sitting in the observation lounge::
CTO_Mesme says:
::sat in the obs lounge reading over a padd::
TO_K`Nargh says:
::runs in knowing that he is pretty late:: self: phew just in time:: looks around and notices the cto::
CEO_DuPont says:
::Enters the observation lounge and sits down in an empty chair::
OPS_Taylor says:
::Sits in the Obs Lounge blinking at the stars::
TO_K`Nargh says:
CTO: Hi, sorry I’m late ::sits down::
EO_Leasha says:
::Plays a game on the padd under the table quietly so no one can see::
Host CO_Black says:
::quietly observing the crew as they settle into their seats then stands from his seat and clears his throat::  All: All Right, quiet down everyone...we have business to attend too.... ::looks at each member of the staff firmly::
CTO_Mesme says:
::looks at the TO and smiles::
CMO_Varesh says:
::toys with his PADD, not really needing it::
FCO-Exeter says:
::enters the Observation lounge holding a padd and  glances at Brian, then takes a seat::
EO_Leasha says:
:looks up slightly::
XO_Xia says:
::She glances up as Ensign DuPont takes his seat and smiles to him lightly. Her attention drifts over to Brian Black as he begins to address those in his presence and the smile fades, a more serious tone underlying her expression::
CSO_Suder says:
::looks up at CO standing a few feet from her. Wonders what's going to happen::
OPS_Taylor says:
::Finishes daydreaming and looks up at the CO::
EO_Leasha says:
::Leans on her elbows stopping the game ::
Host CO_Black says:
::lays a PADD with the mission orders down on the conference table in front of him::  All: We have been ordered to report to the Bened system and investigate the deaths of two Starfleet officers who were under the care of the Bened Sleep Institute located on Bened 4. There are many details involved in this issue so
CNS_tr`Loris says:
::half smiles half frowns at the mention of Bened::
Host CO_Black says:
Lieutenant Commander Suder will start this briefing with her background information on the subject.. ::looks at the CSO and nods::  CSO: Commander...?
CTO_Mesme says:
::looks at the CO and then brings his attention to the CSO::
cENV_Heaton says:
::Looks at commander Suder and listens up::
XO_Xia says:
::She turns in her chair, her legs crossed comfortably as she glances down at her PADD and then up over at the ship's Second Officer and Chief Science Officer, her smile returning slightly::
TO_K`Nargh says:
::turns around and faces the CSO waiting for her to speak::
OPS_Taylor says:
::Shifts attention over::
Host CO_Black says:
::sits down his chair as the CSO begins to address the crew, paying attention to her closely::
CMO_Varesh says:
::turns his chair so he can watch his friend::
CSO_Suder says:
::clears her throat:: CO; Thank you, Commander. ::turns to the table:: The em, Bened system was the first in the region around Betazoid to be colonized by the federation.
FCO-Exeter says:
::looking at the people paying attention, then turns his attention too the CSO:: Self: better not pull faces, might scare her
CSO_Suder says:
All: There are a grand total of ::looks down to check:: 15 planets in the system, three of which are M-Class. All three have been colonized. ::pauses, looks down at her padd settles back:: that’s all I have really...
CEO_DuPont says:
::Listens to the CSO::
Host CO_Black says:
::nods again::  CSO: Very well...  ::turns to the CNS::  CNS: Counsellor, your background information....?
EO_Leasha says:
::Sighs and listens trying to be interested when all she can think a but is the Plasma relay on deck 4::
CNS_tr`Loris says:
::Stands up:: All: First contact with Betazoid was made on Bened.
cENV_Heaton says:
::Sits back as he stores the information in his brain::
TO_K`Nargh says:
::turns to the CNS::
CTO_Mesme says:
::takes a look at his padd and shrugs, looks at the CNS::
CNS_tr`Loris says:
All: It was also a rally point for Betazoid refugees and Federation ships during the Dominion War.
XO_Xia says:
::She turns to the counselor, after nodding to the Chief Science Officer quickly. Much of this information she has already downloaded onto her PADD, however hearing it presented seems to allow her to recall the details much quicker then she is normally accustomed to::
CNS_tr`Loris says:
All: that's all. ::sits back down::
FCO-Exeter says:
::nods as he hears the information:: self: great sending me in again with little or no info what so ever.
EO_Leasha says:
::looks up Listening ::
CSO_Suder says:
::makes a few notes on her PADD and wonders if she'll get a chance to nip over to Betazed after the m- oh, concentrate for goodness sake, Kesh!::
EO_Leasha says:
::for a change::
OPS_Taylor says:
::Soaks all the information in, tapping on his padd as fast as his little fingers can::
Host CO_Black says:
::glances at the CNS::  CNS: Thank you, Counsellor...  ::looks at the CTO::  CTO: Lieutenant, your turn...  ::gives him a firm nod::
XO_Xia says:
::She looks over to Ensign Leasha and notices that she appears to be paying attention. Xia makes note of this fact, since Engineering has been left out of this briefing, and she is impressed with the Ensign's focus and apparent determination - little does she know how false that pretense is::
CSO_Suder says:
::feels like she's back in baby school, with everyone reading their little stories::
cENV_Heaton says:
::Blinks and turns head to look at Mesme::
CMO_Varesh says:
::pretends to make notes on his PADD, not really needing to do it, with having a photographic memory and all::
EO_Leasha says:
::looks over at the XO noticing her looking at her and sits up a little straighter ::
CTO_Mesme says:
::looks at the CO, smiles but doesn’t stand, its not going to add to his overall height after all:: All: During the war even though Betazoid and the surrounding systems fell into dominion control, the fifth fleet were able to keep Bened out of dominion hands
EO_Leasha says:
::but not all that straighter::
FCO-Exeter says:
::raises an eyebrow:: self: Fifth fleet?
CSO_Suder says:
::kinda wishes it had been the other way around::
XO_Xia says:
::She smiles and nods to Ensign Leasha and then returns her focus to Ensign Mesme. She begins to recall the history of this sector, and several of the conflicts in and around Betazed, and within moments pushes the darker memories of the past to the side::
CTO_Mesme says:
::looks back at the CO:: CO: that’s all the relevant info I have been given
CSO_Suder says:
::glances up at XO for a moment, frowning to herself before returning her attention to the speakers::
OPS_Taylor says:
::Stops tapping when he hears Fifth Fleet, and raises and eyebrow::
Host CO_Black says:
::nods at the CTO::  CTO: Very good, Mr. Mesme...   ::glances at the CMO::  CMO: Doctor, your insights ?
CMO_Varesh says:
::smiles at Black:: CO: Thank you Captain. ::turns to the assembled crew:: All: Bened has been a source of information to me for a long time. They are at the forefront of the medical research community, only after Earth and Alpha Centauri.
cENV_Heaton says:
::folds hands while shifting attention to Varesh::
CMO_Varesh says:
All: They have some of the most advanced and cutting edge technology and research in the Federation. Bened 4, is the at the center of the system's medical research, and also the location of the Sleep Institute... the situation strikes me as odd, Captain.
FCO-Exeter says:
Count? I never count when a pull the trigger ::phaser fires a hole in the ceiling::
CMO_Varesh says:
::nods at Black again, and leans back in his chair, indicating that he's done::
Host CO_Black says:
CMO: Thank you, Doctor...  All: Now, for our final speaker...  ::turns to the TO::  TO: Mr. K'Nargh...?
XO_Xia says:
::She nods in agreement with the Medical Officer. The death of Starfleet personnel is unsettling in any situation, but in such an advanced and stable place...it is to say - odd::
CEO_DuPont says:
::Watches the Klingon with interest::
CTO_Mesme says:
::turns to his TO wondering::
FCO-Exeter says:
::looks at K'nargh interested::
OPS_Taylor says:
::Quickly jots down important stuff::
EO_Leasha says:
::looks at the TO and leans back in her chair ::
TO_K`Nargh says:
::stands up:: CO: Thanks you sir ::turns around and faces the crew:: ALL: the background information I have received is that The USS Olympus has just completed investigating some improprieties at the Bened Psychiatric Research and Treatment Institute. 3 individuals were arrested and are being detained locally. They are now pending trial.
TO_K`Nargh says:
all: for what reason....I do not know ::sits down::
EO_Leasha says:
:raises her eyebrows::
CMO_Varesh says:
::frowns at the news::
cENV_Heaton says:
::frowns and sits back in the chair, going through the information in his mind::
FCO-Exeter says:
::a Young ensign walks and whispers something into Exeter’s ear:: CO: We are approaching Bened IV
CSO_Suder says:
::wonders that the Tactical team have no further information on the three in custody, but says nothing for now::
CNS_tr`Loris says:
::Frowns thinking about the people that died at the BSI and the goings on at BPRTI::
XO_Xia says:
::Glancing down at her PADD briefly, she looks up at Black, a half smile on her face, waiting for his next orders::
Host CO_Black says:
::stands again::  TO: Thank you Mr. K'nargh...  ::nods at the FCO::  All: I hope you have listened carefully as we're approaching Bened 3 right now as we speak...
FCO-Exeter says:
CO: Bened IV, sir
EO_Leasha says:
::looks up suddenly wishing she had listened ::
OPS_Taylor says:
::Looks at his scribbled Padd and sees his blinky light[tm] go off:: CO: Sorry to interrupt.  We are being hailed by a Doctor G'Larn
CMO_Varesh says:
::smiles at Black's mistake and Exeter's correction. Looks up at the mention of G’Larn::
CSO_Suder says:
::wonders if Black should be CO, since he can't count::
XO_Xia says:
::She stands slowly from her chair and looks around at those assembled. She glances over at the Conn Officer and the Operations Officer and then back at Commander Black slowly, before pushing in her chair and glancing out at the crew again::
Host CO_Black says:
::glances at OPS and sighs::  OPS: Very well...patch it through....
Host G`Larn says:
@COM: Scimitar: May I help you?
Host CO_Black says:
::turns to the viewscreen::
CTO_Mesme says:
::leans back in his chair::
EO_Leasha says:
::is still leaning back on her chair ready to bolt when dismissed::
CMO_Varesh says:
::looks at the viewscreen, slightly excited to actually "see" G'Larn::
Host CO_Black says:
::nods at the person appearing on the viewscreen in the observation lounge::  G'Larn: Greetings Doctor, I'm Commander Brian Black from the U.S.S. Scimitar...we are here begin an investigation into the death of two of our officers on Bened 4...
CSO_Suder says:
::listens quietly, still trying to find her niche in this crew. Is gonna stay nice and quiet till she's comfortable to shout at the CO::
Host G`Larn says:
@::looks as flustered as a Vulcan possibly could, which really isn't all that much, actually, so never mind::  COM: Scimitar: Investigation?  We have already filed our report to Starfleet Headquarters.
OPS_Taylor says:
::Looks at the viewscreen::
FCO-Exeter says:
::looking at the door, waiting for a chance too take a run for it::
XO_Xia says:
::She glances down at her PADD, checking for records of said report. She glances to Black quickly, giving him a look as if saying "There is no report." She glances down at her PADD again, going through the database::
TO_K`Nargh says:
::pays attention at the conversation going on between the CO and G'Larn::
CMO_Varesh says:
::carefully listens to the exchange between the Captain and G'Larn::
Host CO_Black says:
@G'Larn: I'm aware of that, Doctor... but Starfleet Command has deemed the situation serious enough for an more extensive investigation, also for the officer's relatives
CEO_DuPont says:
::Is slightly suspicious of G'Larn and his attitude::
Host G`Larn says:
@COM: Scimitar  Of course.  ::seems to shake his head almost imperceptibly, very un-Vulcan-like, if you ask my opinion, but then, I'm only the SM::  You may  beam down when ready.  But please do not interrupt our research.  We have many delicate items.
CMO_Varesh says:
::glances over at Xia, and looks back at the screen::
Host CO_Black says:
::nods and smiles faintly::  G'Larn: Thank you Doctor, much appreciated... Scimitar out.
CTO_Mesme says:
::watches the conversation with interest thinking several thoughts::
cENV_Heaton says:
::Finds G'Larn to appear somewhat irritated and frowns as he thinks::
TO_K`Nargh says:
self: I wonder if I can beam down with the rest of the crew
CSO_Suder says:
::bites her lip:: CO: Captain...
CNS_tr`Loris says:
CO: He seems somewhat confused.
CMO_Varesh says:
::turns to the Captain as the comm ends: CO: Sir...
EO_Leasha says:
::Listens to the Conversation and thinks about asking if she really needs to be there::
OPS_Taylor says:
::Closes the channel::
TO_K`Nargh says:
CTO: So what do you think of the situation sir?
XO_Xia says:
::She nods to the Doctor as Black says his farewell. Looking over to her superior officer, she waits for his orders and anticipates his choice for an Away Team:: CNS: Not as much confused as...thrown off balance...
CTO_Mesme says:
TO: I’m not sure yet...
TO_K`Nargh says:
CTO: well good luck down there sir...I’m pretty sure you will be going on AT duties
Host CO_Black says:
::turns to the rest of the crew again::  All: One at a time...  CNS: Apparently...  CSO: Yes, Commander...?
CEO_DuPont says:
::Shakes his head:: Self: That was about as un-Vulcan like as I have ever seen....
CSO_Suder says:
::glances over at CMO to see if he picked it up too:: CO; Captain, I sensed a lot of confusion from that doctor. ::pauses:: I’m not sure he's sure what's fully going on
EO_Leasha says:
:looks over at Suder::
XO_Xia says:
CO/CNS: He probably considered the case closed. A Starfleet vessel peering about has startled him...hopefully we can take advantage of that...
CMO_Varesh says:
::smiles:: CO/XO: It seems Doran and Kesh beat me to it, but G'Larn seemed very confused, which is strange for such a respected physician.
CSO_Suder says:
CO?CMO: and for a Vulcan too...
OPS_Taylor says:
CSO: Like anyone does, Commander.  CO: Away Team Preparations?
Host CO_Black says:
::nods::  CSO: That's what we're going to find out...
CMO_Varesh says:
::nods:: All: Most peculiar.
XO_Xia says:
ALL: Agreed...quite odd...::She glances over to the Captain, waiting for his orders::
cENV_Heaton says:
::Leans on the table::
CTO_Mesme says:
TO: We will see ::smiles::
Host CO_Black says:
All: True...this situation has a smell and I don't know which one it is yet... ::tries to smile::  but in any case...  ::nods at OPS::  we're going to take a away team down...
TO_K`Nargh says:
::nods at the CTO::
CMO_Varesh says:
::looks to Black for orders::
cENV_Heaton says:
::Shifts attention to Black::
XO_Xia says:
::She nods and looks to the crew and then back at Black:: CO: Understood sir...
OPS_Taylor says:
CO: Aye.  ::Taps the Console::
Host CO_Black says:
All: Commander Xia, you will beam down to the surface with our CMO, CIV, EO, TO, CSO and CNS to investigate the situation at close proximity.... keep me informed at all times...  the rest, report to your stations... dismissed !
CSO_Suder says:
::nods::
EO_Leasha says:
::looks up ad frowns:; Self: great just want I didn't want
CNS_tr`Loris says:
::Gets up from his chair::
TO_K`Nargh says:
::eyes open up:: CO: Me sir.....I think I am not ready to go down....the CTO is far more qualified
XO_Xia says:
::She nods and glances at those assigned under her command:: All: You heard the man, to your jobs...::She picks up her PADD and immediately heads out of the observation lounge and to the nearby turbolift::

CMO_Varesh says:
::gets up from his chair and follows Xia into the TL::
cENV_Heaton says:
::Remains seated for a minute::
CTO_Mesme says:
::looks at the TO:: TO: Look on the bright side, you will get some experience ::smiles and makes for the exit::
OPS_Taylor says:
::Gets up and heads for the bridge:: *XO*: AT Gear ready in Transporter Room 1.
CEO_DuPont says:
::exits the observation lounge and moves a little closer to the EO: EO: Karla try not to get shot this time ::smiles and enters the TL::
CSO_Suder says:
::hops into step beside CMO:: CMO: Got a bad feeling about this one...
CNS_tr`Loris says:
::heads for the turbolift::
TO_K`Nargh says:
::stays seated:: Self: I cant go....I don't want to go
Host CO_Black says:
::takes his PADD and walks out of the observation lounge glancing at the TO::  TO: No buts, Ensign... you're going...
CMO_Varesh says:
CSO: Uhuh. We'll see how it goes.
EO_Leasha says:
::looks at the CEO:; CEO: my sir I didn’t realize you cared or was it the mess you didn't want ::smiles as she leaves::
XO_Xia says:
 @::Entering the lift and setting in the destination, she taps her comm badge    with a smile:: *OPS*: Thank you very much for your speedy work, Mr. Taylor. It is much appreciated. Xia out.
Host G`Larn says:
ACTION: The Away Team eventually beams down to Bened IV, and into a large laboratory atrium
MO_Hixxan says:
::walks into sickbay and looks around for the CMO::
TO_K`Nargh says:
@self: why am I here....I’m no use here....I don't want to be here...I will probably just get in trouble again ::growls::
CNS_tr`Loris says:
@::looks around the room::
CTO_Mesme says:
::at tactical monitoring the AT and the surrounding area::
Host G`Larn says:
ACTION: The atrium is large, light and airy, mostly made of glass panes, almost like a large greenhouse.  The floor is dark marble, and there is a reception desk in the corner.
CSO_Suder says:
@ ::looks around, whipping her tricorder out instantly and doing a few scans around and about::
FCO-Exeter says:
::Holding padd, and waiting for Black too have some time for him::
CEO_DuPont says:
::Decides he will use the engineering console on the bridge for once and activates it ::
EO_Leasha says:
@:: Is on the planet, looks around with hr tricorder trying to pick something up::
Host CO_Black says:
::on the bridge in the centre chair::  OPS: Lieutenant, status of the AT Beam down...?
Host G`Larn says:
@::enters the atrium, somewhat hurriedly::  XO: Welcome, Commander.  How can I help you?
CMO_Varesh says:
@::looks around as they materialize:: ~~~CSO: Kesh, I'm keeping a link to you for the duration. Tag some of the AT so you can keep tabs on them. Xia is mine.~~~
CSO_Suder says:
@ ::glances over at G'Larn, trying to read him::
TO_K`Nargh says:
@::stays close to the XO and is ready to protect her if something should happen::
OPS_Taylor says:
::Hovers over his station:: CO: Beam down successful.
EO_Leasha says:
@::looks a G'Larn::
OPS_Taylor says:
CO: I have a clean transporter lock on the AT.
MO_Hixxan says:
Computer: Where is CMO Varesh currently located ::computer replies and informs Jau that he is on the surface of the planet::
XO_Xia says:
@::On the planet surface, she glances around at the assembled team. She glances around the atrium, doing her best to hide her awe and amazement at the assembled planet life:: G'Larn; Greetings Doctor, we have been sent to investigate the deaths of the Starfleet Officers here. ::She motions for Leasha and Suder to step forward::
cENV_Heaton says:
::In the TIC looking at the holographic display::
Host CO_Black says:
::nods::  OPS: Very good Mr. Taylor..  ::glances at his CTO::  CTO: Any updates on the situation down there Chief...?
CEO_DuPont says:
::Decides that the EO's preferences are un-economical and returns the settings back to federation standard::
EO_Leasha says:
@::frowns and steps forward::
CSO_Suder says:
@ ::moves over to XO:: ~~~CMO: God idea, I have Leasha and K'Nargh...~~~
CMO_Varesh says:
@::remains to the back of the group::
CEO_DuPont says:
::Listens to the conversation going on around him with the CO asking plenty of questions::
Host G`Larn says:
@XO: I will co-operate as expected.  You will want to examine the labs, I take it.  ::looks uneasy - well, for a Vulcan.  Oh, hell, you know what I mean::
XO_Xia says:
@G'Larn: With your permission, I would like my staff to begin accessing your computer database, personnel records, personal files, security records...anything that may assist in determining a cause for their deaths...
CTO_Mesme says:
CO: Not currently sir, I’m keeping a close eye on them though
CMO_Varesh says:
@~~~CNS: Doran, keep a link on Mr. Croft, and stay open to both me and Commander Suder. I think we're going to need it.~~~
Host G`Larn says:
@XO: You have access to all unrestricted files, of course.
cENV_Heaton says:
::Brings up a 3d view of the AT's surroundings and studies it::
Host CO_Black says:
::nods::  CTO: Very well...we don't want our AT in any awkward situation...  ::smiles::
EO_Leasha says:
@Wonders why she had to step forward but stays quiet in her normal way ::
CNS_tr`Loris says:
@~~~CMO: Right.~~~
CSO_Suder says:
@ ::keeps scanning discreetly::
XO_Xia says:
@::She notices the man odd behavior and nods once quickly. She motions to Varesh, Croft and K'Nargh to move forward was well:: G'Larn: Thank you Doctor. Our Chief Medical Officer and Tactical officer will be investigating the laboratories...am I to understand that your staff physicians have conducted an autopsy?
Host G`Larn says:
@XO: No, the bodies were sent to Starfleet Medical.
MO_Hixxan says:
::begins to prepare for any casualties and arrange hypo sprays and biobeds... he begins to check the roster for the patients in sickbay::
CMO_Varesh says:
@::raises an eyebrow at the "unrestricted" qualification...:: ~~~CSO: I'm more interested in the restricted stuff.~~~ ::walks forward as Xia introduces him and nods at G'Larn::
CTO_Mesme says:
CO: I know what you mean sir
XO_Xia says:
@::She nods:: G'Larn: Thank you doctor...
Host G`Larn says:
@::wanders off, somewhat mysteriously::
EO_Leasha says:
@:: click her tricorder closed:: XO; ma'am where do you want me
TO_K`Nargh says:
@CMO: I guess we will be going to investigate the laboratories...
XO_Xia says:
@CSO/EO: Commander Suder, Ensign Leasha...I'd like you to start working on the computer records. See if you can get a copy of the autopsy on the officers, see what the cause of death. Try to find out who they knew and worked with...understood?
OPS_Taylor says:
::Checks the AT Vital Signs::
CMO_Varesh says:
@::turns to Xia, waiting for instructions::
EO_Leasha says:
@XO; understood ma'am ::looks to the CSO::
CSO_Suder says:
@ ::nods:: XO: sure thing, commander.  ::turns to EO:: EO: after you, Ensign ::smiles a little::
XO_Xia says:
@::Turning to the other officers, she addresses them quickly:: CMO/TO: Commander Varesh, Ensign K'Nargh, I would like you to focus on the laboratories. Check for any discrepancies with what our records show of this place. Anything...odd...keep your eyes and minds open.
OPS_Taylor says:
::Maintains Lock on the AT::
TO_K`Nargh says:
@XO: be careful in here ma'am...if anything happens try to get in touch with me
CSO_Suder says:
@::shrugs:: ~~~CMO: Maybe they have no restricted section. after all, this is pretty near betazoid...~~~
EO_Leasha says:
@CSO; and there was me thinking the higher ranks went first ::Smiles:: and strolls off to get the records::
OPS_Taylor says:
::Pulls up sensor::
XO_Xia says:
@All: Ensign Croft and myself will begin asking questions of the staff and administration...keep in contact and report back to me every 5 minutes with an update on your progress...
CMO_Varesh says:
@::nods:: XO: I assume we'll know what it is when we see it... or perhaps don't see it. ::nods at K'Nargh:: TO: Come, we have work. ::walks out of the atrium::
TO_K`Nargh says:
@::follows the CMO out::
CMO_Varesh says:
@~~~CSO: That doesn't mean there isn't something like that... just keep your eyes open.~~~
MO_Hixxan says:
::goes to one patient with cranial trauma from an incident in the jefferies tube... she is on the SSF...Jau places an osteogenic stimulator on her neck::
CSO_Suder says:
@ ~~~CMO: Will do. And keep in contact...I could replace you as CMO, but I’d miss you all the same!~~~
cENV_Heaton says:
::Slaves TIC Sci to the main holo-viewer, so he can see a 3D view of the building, with red doors representing the AT's commbadges::
XO_Xia says:
@::As the rest of the group heads off, she taps her comm badge and opens a link to the ship:: *OPS*: Commander Xia to Scimitar, please respond.
EO_Leasha says:
@::walks in to where she suppose to be takes a look a round and heads for the consol with the records on:: CSO; I think the pleasure should be yours ma'am ::gestures to the Consol::
CMO_Varesh says:
@::looks around and smiles:: ~~~CSO: Yes, I'll miss me too.~~~
CSO_Suder says:
@ ::wanders off after EO, scanning as she goes::
TO_K`Nargh says:
@CMO: do you know where these labs are sir?
OPS_Taylor says:
CO: The away team, sir.  On screen.
CMO_Varesh says:
@TO: So, what do you think of our mission, K'Nargh? ::walks down the corridor and sees a sign that he's been looking for::
FCO-Exeter says:
::sits back and waits to be yelled at::
XO_Xia says:
@*OPS*: Lieutenant...please inform the Commander that we have arrived safely and are proceeding with our investigation...::She taps her badge once more and looks over to tr'Loris, a sly smile coming across her face:: CNS: Counsellor...I have something important I would like you to do...
CMO_Varesh says:
@::points:: TO: There, the sign reads "Laboratories". ::grins::
CNS_tr`Loris says:
@::smiles:: XO: That's good to know. I was wondering if you had forgotten me.
CSO_Suder says:
@ ::bows a little and taps into the console, looking for the autopsy reports:: EO; Try and find their rosters, will you? let's see who they spent their days with...
TO_K`Nargh says:
@::grins:: CMO: Sorry didn’t notice the signs.....About the mission...I’m not to sure yet although that G'Larn fellow seems a bit strange
CSO_Suder says:
@ ~~~::smiles::~~~
CMO_Varesh says:
@::walks to one of the doors and enters:: TO: There is something about him that bothers me...
EO_Leasha says:
@::Checks the Consol and all the information :: CSO: well ma'am at a glance there not hiding anything, everything has been reported okay ::keeps checking ::
Host CO_Black says:
::nods at OPS and looks at the viewscreen as he sees Xia for a brief moment::  *XO*: Very well Miss Xia, keep a close eye on things....those officers did not die of old age...
CEO_DuPont says:
::Checks the ship’s status and shrugs to himself, wondering why it feels so different to be so deep in Federation space for one and not out on the 'front lines'::
XO_Xia says:
@CNS: Not at all, Mr. tr'Loris, do not fear. ::She smiles:: We know that the two officers are patients here. I want you to find out all you can about them, what they were here for, and get copies of all the records on their treatment. I don't want to rule out psychological distress as a cause of death...someone without sleep could easily go quite mad, as I am sure you are aware.
CSO_Suder says:
@ ::looks over at EO:: EO: Hmm, then they’re just hiding it very well, right? See if you can't do a little digging...
TO_K`Nargh says:
@::follows the CMO in:: CMO: yup...looks like his hiding something big and doesn’t want us intruding...just hope nothing happens while were down here
EO_Leasha says:
@::Sees Something come u and then checks again :: CSO; This is odd there’s a restricted part .. I thought we had access to everything ?
FCO-Exeter says:
::hears Blacks last comment to the XO:: self: But we are
XO_Xia says:
@CNS: Something is not right here, and I am hoping that you will bring me the information we need to unravel this...
CNS_tr`Loris says:
@::smiles:: XO: Yes you're right.
EO_Leasha says:
@CSO: You want me to try and access it ?
CMO_Varesh says:
@::looks around the room:: TO: I don't know about you, but I don't see anything remarkable or untoward. Looks like a run of the mill lab to me.
CSO_Suder says:
@ ::shakes head:: EO: No, I have the reports here.. ::pauses:: actually, yea, these could be faked too... ::steps back and watches::
TO_K`Nargh says:
@CMO: Lets look around a bit more....there must be something in here...but its probably hidden ::goes off and starts looking for any clues::
CMO_Varesh says:
@::looks at the far corner:: TO: Ok, my mistake... that looks strange. ::pulls out his tricorder and walks over::
EO_Leasha says:
@::tires to access the restricted information by using a back door venture::
CSO_Suder says:
@ ::Downloads the official reports onto her tricorder first::
EO_Leasha says:
@::looks:: CSO; there you go ma'am
CMO_Varesh says:
@::looks at the instrumentation, scanning it to see if he can figure out what it is:: TO: Thoughts?
cENV_Heaton says:
::Sees the eight flight operators are playing linked games on their consoles. Shrugs and shakes head::
XO_Xia says:
@::She looks around the large atrium and begins running some low level scans. She slowly moves towards the administration area, and request to speak to Doctor G'Larn again::
CSO_Suder says:
@ *CMO*: V, have you read anything before this about those bodies?
TO_K`Nargh says:
@::looks back and notices the CMO found something:: CMO: hmm...not to sure ::thinks of what this object might be::
CNS_tr`Loris says:
@::goes over to the computer to start looking at the relevant files for the 2 officers::
EO_Leasha says:
@::Reads:: CSO; there’s something a bout a book.. you want me to download?
Host G`Larn says:
ACTION: Xia is informed that G'Larn is busy right now.
CMO_Varesh says:
@*CSO*: No, I haven't. What news do you have?
CSO_Suder says:
@ ::is impressed by EO's tricks, since she has no idea what the EO is doing, it's very easy to be impressed::
EO_Leasha says:
@::looks to Suder for an answer::
CSO_Suder says:
@ *CMO*: Hmm, no, I was just wondering. I mean if the bodies were sent to SFMed, we'd be able to get the official reports from there and believe what we read, right?
MO_Hixxan says:
::goes to next patient, a human male with Tanzanian flu... seeing that the hot drink Fanalian Toddy is not having the most productive results.. he attempts to treat it with a Polynutrient Solution to help with recovery, and a hypospray of trianaline to help with the pain...if he continues to loose sleep, he makes a note for a dermal regenerator::
CSO_Suder says:
@ EO; Download anything you can find...what sort of book anyway?
CMO_Varesh says:
@::frowns at the readings:: TO: This thing is to stimulate brainwaves, but to levels I've never seen.
EO_Leasha says:
@CSO; Dunno let me check ::Starts to download ::
CMO_Varesh says:
@*CSO*: That does sound like good reasoning.
CNS_tr`Loris says:
@::looks over one of the files, while uploading it to his tricorder::
TO_K`Nargh says:
@CMO: Do you think this is some sort of a test lab...where they test new inventions on people who come in....nah cant be
CSO_Suder says:
@ *CMO*: you could get, em...whathisname, you assistant to check it up...
CMO_Varesh says:
@::taps his badge again:: *XO*: Varesh to Xia. Commander, I've found something I think you should know of.
XO_Xia says:
@::She sighs at the fact that her only contact on this planet is occupied and then thinking, she taps her comm badge:: COM: Scimitar: Lt. Commander Xia to...::She pauses, hearing the doctors voice:: *CMO*: Xia here...what is it Doctor?
EO_Leasha says:
@::cringes:: CSO; yuk .. it outlines awful creatures Nightmarish from across the galaxy although In different text:: reads  a little More:: they all point to the same thing some form of nightmarish creature
CSO_Suder says:
@ ::leans over EO's shoulder feeling like clothing at a betazoid ritual, useless::
CMO_Varesh says:
@*CSO*: Good idea.
TO_K`Nargh says:
@CMO: Maybe I should put it on to see what it does ::grins::
CSO_Suder says:
@ ::bite slip:: EO: Fiction?
CMO_Varesh says:
@*XO*: Commander. I've found a machine that stimulates brain waves, but this is beyond anything I've read about... TO: No, bad idea.
FCO-Exeter says:
::turns too Black:: CO: permission too leave the bridge, sir?
CMO_Varesh says:
@TO: Call Jau on the ship, and ask him to access the autopsy reports for the two dead officers. It seems funny that no one has read them.
XO_Xia says:
@:CMO: Brain waves...like alpha and delta waves? ::Her voice sounds confused and she begins to head in the direction of the labs:: I'm on my way...
CNS_tr`Loris says:
@::continues reading the file::
EO_Leasha says:
@::Cringes slightly:: CSO; Ewww they feed off dreams REM Sleep poss. oh hang on there’s a warning about evoking these dreams :reads closer getting all way too involved:: to do so provides food fro the creatures but cause madness and deaths to the person having the nightmare ... wow .. cool huh
OPS_Taylor says:
::Looks up:: Self: You must be joking..
TO_K`Nargh says:
@::notices a shadow in the opposite corner of the room:: shadow:: WHO'S THERE? ::roars the klingon::
CMO_Varesh says:
@*XO*: I'll be here... ::turns a slow circle and notices something in the opposite corner::
XO_Xia says:
@::As she heads down the corridors, she can hear the clacking of her heels against the ground:: *CNS*: Commander Xia to Counsellor tr'Loris. I have an additional task for you, Ensign...
TO_K`Nargh says:
@CMO: There is someone in here
EO_Leasha says:
@CSO: just like a bible :: hears a cough behind her and turns ::
CSO_Suder says:
@ ::turns around while listening to EO::
CNS_tr`Loris says:
@*XO* I'm listening.
Host CO_Black says:
::slowly looks at the FCO::  FCO: Permission granted, but stay on alert... be ready to be recalled to bridge in moments notice...
CMO_Varesh says:
@::pulls his phaser and looks again:: TO: Not anymore. ::concentrates to see if he can sense anybody::
TO_K`Nargh says:
@::notices the shadow has disappeared:: CMO: strange now the shadow is gone.....
FCO-Exeter says:
CO: Aye, aye, sir :; smiles and leaves a wet nosed Ensign  behind the Conn::
EO_Leasha says:
@CSO: Did you hear that ?
CSO_Suder says:
@::wonders what a bible is and how she can get rid of them::
TO_K`Nargh says:
@CMO: Tell the XO to watch herself as she’s coming to the labs....who knows what that thing was
XO_Xia says:
@*CNS:* Counsellor, Commander Varesh has discovered a device. It appears to create brain waves...I'd like to check the database, see if the officer's treatment included any sessions with this device...
MO_Hixxan says:
::finishes up with patients and does his report on each one's progress.... he sends it to the sickbay LCARs so that Varesh can look at it later on... he looks around for a minute wondering what to do ... and then decides to check medical stock..... wonders what the others are up to::
CNS_tr`Loris says:
@::frowns at something in the file:: *XO* Alright, Commander.
CSO_Suder says:
@ EO: Nothing there...  ::scans the area for life signs::
CMO_Varesh says:
@::blinks furiously and frowns:: TO: That wasn't real... it was a direct projection into our minds.
OPS_Taylor says:
CO: Captain, you want to retire to your Ready Room for bit.  I'll inform you if the AT calls in.
CSO_Suder says:
@ ::shakes head:: EO; No, nothing... must have been ::shrugs:: the wind...
TO_K`Nargh says:
@CMO: I had to be real.. ::looks again:: self: it was real....well it was real to me
EO_Leasha says:
@::shakes head and goes back to reading intrigued by it all ::
CNS_tr`Loris says:
@Self: Access restricted. ::Checks the other officers’ file to find a section he's restricted from seeing::
FCO-Exeter says:
::heads for his quarters:: self: now I believe I had a fine bottle of scotch in my room.
XO_Xia says:
@::As she rounds a corner, she notices the signs that direct her to the Labs. As she nears she begins to slow, checking that she is heading in the right direction::
CSO_Suder says:
@ ::frowns as a slight headache comes on, but ignores it as best she can:: EO: you have that book downloaded, Leasha?
Host CO_Black says:
::glances at OPS and nods::  OPS: Good idea Lieutenant..  ::smiles::  You have the bridge..  ::stands from his chair and walks into his readyroom::
CMO_Varesh says:
@::while waiting for Xia he calls Jau:: *MO*: Varesh to Hixxan. Jau, see if you can pull the autopsy reports of the two officers that died at this facility. They have been sent to SF Medical.
CNS_tr`Loris says:
@*XO* I'm finding a section of both officers files restricted.
TO_K`Nargh says:
@*XO*:K`Nargh to Xia...come in
OPS_Taylor says:
CO: Aye Captain.
CMO_Varesh says:
@::rubs his temples, beginnings of a migraine:: Self: Now of all times...
TO_K`Nargh says:
@CMO: something wrong sir?
XO_Xia says:
@::She hears the incoming comms and taps her badge:: *CNS* Understood...I'll get on it. Report the Research Labs immediately...*TO*: Xia here, what is it, Ensign?
CSO_Suder says:
@ ::wonders:: ~~~CMO: V...sore head too?~~~
TO_K`Nargh says:
@*XO*:be careful when you come into the labs.....I saw something but now it is gone....please watch your step.
CNS_tr`Loris says:
@::gets up checking that both files have been loaded to his tricorder::
CMO_Varesh says:
@::looks up and sees a ball of fire coming at him:: TO: DOWN! ::tackles the Klingon to the floor::
XO_Xia says:
@::She walks into the Lab and makes a dead stop as the doors open and she looks into the room, seeing Varesh and K'Nargh:: TO: I haven’t seen anything...::She looks around quickly before taking a step into the room:: TO: Inform the Facility Security...
TO_K`Nargh says:
@Self: UGH....CMO: there was nothing there sir.....are you ok?:: picks himself off the floor::
CNS_tr`Loris says:
@::heads for the research labs::
CMO_Varesh says:
@::looks around:: TO/XO: There was a huge ball of fire coming right at us. ::looks around again::
MO_Hixxan_ says:
::goes to the medical cabinet and takes stock for rare medicines Ambrazine, Cortolin, Makara herb and some Anabolic Supplements. notices the lollipop jar is still full from last stock take...continues to the continuous medicines and hyposprays::
EO_Leasha1 says:
@::Turns and looks at the CSO:: CSO; hang on How can a cough sound like the wind ? yes ma'am its Down loaded
EO_Leasha1 says:
@::takes out her tricorder and scans around a little catching the CSO as she paces::
CSO_Suder says:
@ ::shrugs:: EO: It's an expression, Ensign for something unexplainable ::wonders if they always produce such literal people at the academy these days::
XO_Xia says:
@::She watches as Varesh pulls the Klingon Tactical Officer to the floor and looks around, only slightly confused:: CMO: You are the only one who saw it Doctor...::She holds out her hand to help him up::
Host G`Larn says:
<<<<<<<Pause>>>>>>>>>> 
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